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**Sistemi complessi, costruttivismo e simulazioni (A. Pitasi)**

**Abstract**

This paper deals with Niklas Luhmann’s System Theory and tries to answer to two main questions: what lesson did Luhmann’s work give to me? How can I was it possible to enhance his intellectual legacy during my growth as a scholar? The short answer to both the two questions is that Luhmann’s lesson gave me the opportunity to live a powerful and fast evolutionary shift during my Bildung. Therefore, these pages do not represent indeed a biographical life story like witness or a critical review of the international debate about Luhmann’s thought. This essay aims to present my research during the period 1998-2008 as an heterodox spin-off of Luhmann’s System Theory and provides a wide overview of other luhmannian spin offs around the world some way mapping the global growth of this thinker’s legacy all over the planet.

**Una nuova psicopedagogia per il cambiamento (M.R. Astolfi)**

**Abstract**

In this article I present a theoretical and experimental work concerning non traditional new systemic communicative psycho-pedagogy models. The theoretical work is based on intra-dimensionality which is supported by the quantum mechanics and field theory. This is a ipercomplex system in which chaos, in spite of its depending from the boundary conditions, in reality can be “tamed” in practice. In particular I expose a research in the mathematical learning field about the acquisition of the concept of the “relative number” in adolescents with different levels of learning competences.

**La complessità socio-organizzativa del mobbing (A. Pesa)**

**Abstract**

This article aims to put in evidence a social problem which is very important nowadays. The first part is focused on the juridical and psychological aspects of mobbing, which are treated in a didactic way, trying not to overstep sectors that work in harness with sociology, but sometimes they result essential for the formulation of its theories. The remaining part is focused on the social dynamics which often can be found inside the organisation, pointing out how a bad management of human resources and a wrong concept of competition and valorisation of a person can turn into adversarial problems which easily lead to mobbing. All that implies costs and losses not only in terms of human potential, but also for all that concern organisation and society.

**Riflessioni su ideologia, anideologia e potere (D.P. Errigo)**

**Abstract**

This article deals with one of my research concerning an analogical analysis about a National Social Body as an ipercomplex system. I explain, in a wider way, my work presented at the II Mediterranean Laicality Festival in Pescara (Italy), in particular I describe some representative models in the light of the knowledge deriving from the Gnosis of Princeton global vision, from the Club of Budapest holistic vision and from the PNEI integrated vision. Here I derive some operative models which describe the actually worldwide situation at the light of the historic-social-political facts. All the models can be reconnected at a fundamental scheme, already described in another study, concerning the psycho-sociology of the “Power” as regards to an unitary global intra-dimensionality model.
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